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Flu and Virus Controversy
       
      Note: regarding personal responsibility for this commentary:  "A conscientious citizen is an informed citizen".  Which commits him to learn the truth of every important national factor and issue, and to openly promote constitutional patriotism!
       
      Regarding the subjcct of this commentary, a credible information reference is Arthur Firstenberg, American author and activist on the subject of electromagnetic radiation, and health effects.  He was founder of the independent campaign group, the Cellular Phone Task Force.

      He published a book in 1997, "Microwaving Our Planet": The Environmental Impact of the Wireless Revolution" (the health threat of the 5G-'electric smog'). He also wrote "The Invisible Rainbow", about electromagnetic radiation effects, ('the most ignored threat to life on earth').

      Firstenberg produced documentation of results of the only experiments attempting to determine whether viruses are contagious, or not, carried out in the 1918 Flu epidemic. The experiments failed proof of contagion 100% of the time. Details can be found in "The State of Science, Microbiology and Vaccines Circa 1918, by John M. Eyler PhD./
     
      Commentary by Tom O'Bernicia, Sociologist with other social and political activism credentials, on the subject of Viruses:  
     "Viruses are so NOT contagious that they cannot be transferred from one human body to another".  Nor from animal to human, or human to animal.  So that masking, safe distancing, quarantining, etc. are of no preventive, or curing, or controlling effect.  But, in fact have a serious negative physical, mental, and emotional effect on quality of life and health.  Experiments also showed that vaccines do nothing good whatsoever. But, can be very harmful, depending upon the possible effects of toxic, unhealthy contents, especially industrial metals, and poisonous chemicals.

      In connection with what Arthur Firstenberg said on the ultra serious danger of electromagnetic radiation, note a statement from Barrie Tower, microwave weaponry expert, who proved that "all wireless technology  causes non-ionising radiation sickness, which often results in flu-like symptoms, and sometimes death".  

      Harmful sources of environmental toxicity, such as food, water, air, chemical inundation, etc., widely exist, vs. the UN-One World Government politically fabricated "contagious disease" theory, as predominately maintained.  

      In Dec. 1918, the American PublicHealth Association (APHA) issued a manifesto in APHAs "Working Program Against Influenza". "57 APHA declared that because the claim of influenza contagion was unproven, there was no logical basis for a vaccine to prevent the 'disease'."  

      It is important to interject here, that while the simple truth of the cause of influenza (what it essentially is) was "unknown" by the great majority of so-called microbiological (virological) scientists does not mean that the real truth of the "disease" (which it isn't) was really unknown.  

      Which leads one to believe that the Pharmaceutical Industry (high profit-driven Big Pharma) was probably behind the propaganda, which obfuscated the simple, logical explanation for the likely "feigned" ignorance, along with many MDs, on the biological reality of viruses, and their purpose and function.
        
       I do not profess to be a learned authority, or reference on the subject, but neither do I think that the issue requires more than a conscientious consideration (study) of the fundamental logic of the real nature of influenzas.  The true record speaks for itself!
           
      Among all the conventional commentaries on so-called viruses, influenzas, etc. there are only two sources or references to the sociological subject that I have found to espouse logical, informative explanations of the real truth of the matter.  And, there are many references by credible MDs to the positive conclusions of tests, debunking the false commentaries of the "contagion" theory, and other speciously manufactured reports.  
       
       In a world of so much contrived, even nefarious propaganda (managed news, etc.), on various critically important subjects and issues, it isn't surprising!  The "powers that be" includes governments, the pharmaceutical industry, big Tech companies, and conveyors of unprovable contrary opinions, narratives, etc.

       Anyway, the two sources of what is true, defensible knowledge of the subject in question, are John Scott, and Tom O'Bernicia (Website: The Bernician).  Backed by their exhaustive ressearch and studies, a simple scientific summary of the true principles, or factors involved in the nature and purpose of viruses, and their effects on people is stated as follows.

      To begin with, a virus is a good thing, for the health of the body, as it functions to remove environmentally caused toxic waste matter from cells, and tissues, and is neither contagious, nor a disease, as falsely identified by the general consensus of misinformed, misrepresentative "scientists", who are arguably suspect of purposeful devious motivation in their reported conclusions.  

      The real connectible source of the bad ideology involved is the One World Government Conspiracy by the megalomaniacal "superior race"philosophy of the  renegade, terroristic Zionist Jews.  Which means that the great majority of Israel, should not be called U. S. allies, or allies of any other countries, but enemies, and therefore not to be financially and politically supported.  The ignorance of which action should be obvious, and unconscionable!

      The basic biological claims and assumptions underlying the contrived, contagious pandemic theory are illogically unscientific, even though many erroneously believe it.  Which conforms to a comment by Henry Kissinger, who said that "truth is what or whatever we think is the truth".  

      On his authority?  Is truth not a determinable, factual definition of a subject, or an exact science?  Kissinger's avowed anti=American, communist ideology informs his "progressive" One World Government conspiracy narrative.

      As a Christian, committed to biblical, doctrinal truth, I cannot ignore commentary on the declared subversive goal of Satan, who has vowed and threatened to be "like the most high (God)" and to establish an overruling kingdom on earth.  Which is, of course, essentially delusional.  So, that it means there is a continual war between God and Satan, over good vs. evil, and biblical truth vs. error!  But, because God is infinitely superior to the devil, the eventual prophesied eternal punishment of Satan is inevitable.

       In the meantime, Satan can wreak havoc in the world, having the power of influencing the minds of both non-Christians, and unspiritual Christians, in his dominion over the preponderant secular domain of "sin and death".                                   

      Eph. 6:12 says that "We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places".  

       It is interesting and important to properly correlate the misdiagnosed practice of associating the natural virus cleansing body function with the "germ" theory, which itself is still a common wrongly identified cause of contracting various illness and afflictions.  When, in fact, the occurrence of the health disorders, falsely labeled  as transmissible diseases are really the same results of environmental toxicity, adversely affecting the cellular function, and tissue health of the body.

     "Viruses are enzymes to fractionate tissues for waste elimination"/  Adjonus Vonderplanitz.  After which process, the cells can return to rhe healthy, properly functioning condition, of homtostasis.

       Quotation from John Scott:
       " The only thing you are likely to die of these days are the effects of 5-G, old age, VACCINATION, or FEAR".  The 'coverup', 'psy-op', 'hoax',or whatever you want to call it, of the pandemic contrived theory works by transmitting the emotion of 'fear'.  But, maintaining "the expression of one's dream (positive, optimistic thinking) is the blast that causes that reality (fear) to crumble".

       Many doctors and researchers refute the 'germ' theory that is based on Louis Pasteur's fraudulent work, which has dominated virology for the last 160 years.  Pasteur was debunked by French scientist Antoine Bechamp, and others, but the germ theory still wrongly dominates the subject.

      "Ever since Pasteur developed his 'vaccines', the cause of death from rabies have increased, not decreased".  Hans Reusch.
      "In 1915, Doctor Montais wrote an article for the top British medical journal, the Lancet.  Montais studied 21 cases of tetanus, each of which had received Pasteurian inoculation.  The conclusion of the article which appeared in the 23 Oct. 1915 issue, was that in every case, the tetanus had been caused by the inoculation.  Dr. Montais said that 'Pasteur' had created a new form of disease".  There have been similar serious contradictory results involved with those who have been vaccinated for the Covid 19 'coronavirus'.  And, yet, the Government relentessly pushes the evidently ineffective, and inherently dangerous inoculation program!

      Not without exception, i.e. the smallpox success, the history of vaccines is characterized by serious failures, and highly questionable positive claims.  Credible professional voices have warned that hidden dangers are too serious to ignore and gamble with, especially with a track record fraught with failure.  The "population control conspiracy movement agenda"of the UN-One World Government scheme is intent on fulfillment of its nefarious plans to overtake control of the world, and radically establish its self-serving superior race, genocidal objective. 
       
      Probably the main reason that the germ theory stays alive is because Big Pharma, and many MDs are profit-driven to sell medicines, whether they work or not!  Contradictory, even critically important health principles are ignored and denied to create and sustain exorbitant financial gains.  A common proviso of lab grants to research and study new medicine products is to recover the investment in grants, and to establish markets for products, whether justified, or not!

      "The germ theory was weakening, and due for being thrown aside.  Dr, Fraser of Canada, and Dr. Powell of California have experimented with billions of germs of all varieties, but they have been unable to produce a single disease by the introduction of germs into human subjects.  Dr. Waite tried for years to prove the germ theory, but he could not do so".  

       "During the World War, an experiment was conducted at Gallop's Island, Massachusetts, in which millions of influenza germs were injected into over one hundred men at the Government hospital, and no one got  the flu.  Principles and Practices of Naturopathy, E. W. Cordingley, MD"

      Repeating a quotation:  "There is more harm in the 'fear' of germs, than in the germs themselves.  Simon Louis Katzoff, MD 1921.

      In a world of too many people in opportune positions, lying, cheating, and stealing their way to wealth and power, only an organized, and mobilized informed majority of citizens with voting power, and officials with disciplinary authority can clean the government swamps, and install principled replacement personnel! 

     And, their performances must be monitored and overseen, in order to have a responsible constitutional republic again like we once had, however short-lived it may have been.  If the founders of our republic could happen to be on the scene today, they would be very disappointed and nonplused to observe the degeneration of the current government institutions!  

      It's no wonder that so many of our political "liberal" leaders and their irresponsible, lock-step cohorts are treasonally selling out to communist inroads, and infiltration that is increasingly taking over the reins of our government!  Except for the temporary constructive, positive intervention of the Trump regime!  Plus, there is a general legacy and laziness of our citizenry, that is guilty of inaction and disloyalty to the principle of majority participation in the implicit requirements, necessary to sustain our unique republic!

       Could it not, then, sadly but rightfully be said that we get the kind of government that we deserve?
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